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Abstract: Melanoma is an aggressive malignancy that frequently spreads to the brain, resulting in rapid deterioration in both quality and quantity of life. Historically, treatment options for melanoma brain metastases (MBM) have predominantly consisted of surgery and radiotherapy. While these options can help provide local control, the majority of patients still develop intracranial progression. Indeed, novel therapeutic options, including molecularly targeted agents and immunotherapy, have improved outcomes and are now changing the role of radiotherapy. Up to 50% of melanomas contain an activating BRAF mutation, resulting in hyperactive cellular proliferation and survival. Drugs that target BRAF have been introduced for the treatment of metastatic melanoma and offer hope in improving disease outcomes; however, many of these trials either excluded or had a limited amount of patients with MBM. Recent studies have revealed that melanoma cell lines become more radiosensitive following BRAF inhibition, thus providing a potential synergistic mechanism when combining BRAF inhibitor (BRAFi) and radiotherapy. However, neurotoxicity concerns also exist with this combination. This article reviews the efficacy and limitations of BRAFi therapy for MBM, describes current evidence for combining BRAFis with radiation, discusses the rationale and evidence for combination modalities, and highlights emerging clinical trials specifically investigating this combination in MBM.
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Introduction

Brain metastases (BM) are the most feared and devastating neurologic complications of metastatic cancer.1 In 2013, 10%–30% of all adult cancer patients in the US developed intracranial metastases, which represents 170,000 newly diagnosed secondary brain malignancies.2 Melanoma is the third most frequent cause of BM, trailing only lung and breast cancers. Although the biological predilection for melanoma to spread to the brain is unknown, ~7% of melanoma patients present with brain involvement at the time of diagnosis,3 with incidence reaching up to 73% in autopsy series.4,5 Furthermore, these lesions are found to contribute to death in up to 95% of cases.4 Thus, the significance of melanoma brain metastases (MBM) cannot be overemphasized.

The prognosis of patients with MBM is dismal, with a median overall survival (OS) of <3 months without treatment.6 In 2008, Sperduto et al7 developed a point-scoring system to predict outcomes of patients with intracranial metastases. They applied this graded partitioning analysis (GPA) to a multi-institution database with 4,259 BM patients to develop disease-specific prognostic criteria.8 For MBM patients, only Karnofsky performance status (KPS) and the number of intracranial metastases...
predicted survival. The median survival for all MBM patients was 6.7 months; patients with a KPS <70 and more than three metastases had a median OS of 3.4 months, whereas patients with a KPS of 90–100 and a single metastasis had a median OS of 13.2 months.

Treatment options for BM consist of surgery, radiation, and more recently immune or targeted therapy; however, the quality of the efficacy data for MBM is variable. Very few studies assessing surgery and/or radiotherapy for BM have been confined to melanoma patients. Moreover, clinical trials of systemic therapies have traditionally excluded patients with MBM. Advancements in radiation therapy and the advent of newer, more effective systemic agents have offered renewed hope of improving survival in patients with MBM. Here, we review the current understanding and discuss the evolving multimodal management of MBM.

**Radiation therapy for BM**

Historically, cytotoxic drugs have played a limited role in the management of MBM, partly due to inadequate penetration across the blood–brain barrier (BBB) and the overall poor prognosis of MBM patients. As a result, surgical resection for solitary metastases or very large symptomatic lesions and/or radiotherapy have been the standard of care. While surgical resection is effective for symptomatic control, it commonly results in high rates of local failure. Consequently, adjuvant whole brain radiation therapy (WBRT) has been utilized to maximize intracranial control.

Recently, quality of life concerns due to late neurocognitive toxicities from WBRT have resulted in a paradigm shift toward more conformal radiation treatments. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a technique that delivers higher radiation doses to a target while limiting radiation exposure to the surrounding normal tissue. Despite lower rates of distant intracranial control with SRS, a prospective study noted similar survival rates between WBRT and SRS alone. Furthermore, the addition of WBRT to SRS did not improve OS, leading to SRS being recommended as an initial treatment in patients with one to four intracranial metastases. Most recently, a prospective study determined SRS to be non-inferior in patients with five to 10 BM to that in patients with two to four BM. While these randomized studies illustrate the efficacy of SRS, MBM were not highly represented. Furthermore, there are several criticisms regarding study design and interpretations of the mentioned trials. To address these gaps, a prospective Phase 3 clinical trial is currently ongoing that compares local control (LC) and neurocognitive preservation with SRS versus WBRT for patients with more than three MBM (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01644591). Several retrospective studies, however, have demonstrated good LC (>80%) and median survival (5.3–7 months) in patients with one to four MBM.

However, SRS is not without its limitations. Prospective SRS trials have reported grade 3 toxicity rates of 10%–15%. Radiation necrosis (RN) is the most feared long-term radiation-induced complication. Vascular endothelial cell damage, secondary to radiation, results in white matter tissue demyelination, surrounding tissue edema, and eventually normal tissue necrosis. The most significant predictive factors related to the development of RN include cumulative dose, treated tumor volume, and number of fractions. For larger BM (>3 cm), our institution, among others, has demonstrated improved grade 3 toxicity rates (0%–5%) with hypofractionated (two to five fractions) SRS without sacrificing LC. Nevertheless, further prospective trials comparing fractionation schemes may help elucidate the optimal dose and fractionation for MBM.

**Role of BRAF mutation in melanoma**

The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (Figure 1) plays an important role in melanoma pathogenesis. This pathway is physiologically activated once extracellular signals bind to their respective membrane receptor, typically a receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK). In turn, the receptor transmits activation signals via the RAS guanosine triphosphatase (GTP) located on the inner surface of the cell membrane. The GTP-bound RAS activates effector proteins, RAF kinases (BRAF). Activated BRAF is a critical component of the MAPK pathway. BRAF functions by phosphorylating and activating MEK1/2, which in turn phosphorylates and activates ERK1/2, leading to cellular proliferation (cyclin D, RBL2), survival (Bim, MCl-1), and differentiation.

Up to 50% of melanomas harbor an activating BRAF mutation. The most common mutations are V600E (80%) and V600K (14%), which result from a single point mutation at codon 600 that replaces valine (V) with glutamate (E) and lysine (K), respectively. Consequently, cells with this mutation display constitutive kinase activity and ensuing unregulated cellular growth.

Early results from metastatic melanoma models confirmed that gain of function BRAF signaling was strongly associated with in vivo tumorigenicity while conditional BRAF suppression slowed systemic tumor growth, thus making BRAF a rational target for therapeutic inhibition. Early preclinical results demonstrated that the targeted BRAF inhibitor (BRAFi), PLX4032, led to potent antitumor activity
of PLX4032 against melanomas harboring the mutant BRAF V600E gene.\textsuperscript{26}

**BRAFi therapy in melanoma patients**

PLX4032, later renamed as vemurafenib (VMF), was the first BRAFi to be approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of BRAF-mutated metastatic melanoma. A Phase 2 trial\textsuperscript{27} of VMF in previously treated BRAF-mutated metastatic melanoma demonstrated an overall response rate of 53% (95% CI, 44%–62%), median progression-free survival (PFS) of 6.8 months (95% CI, 5.6–8.1 months), and a median OS of 15.9 months (95% CI, 11.6–18.3 months). Furthermore, in a subsequent randomized Phase 3 trial of 675 patients with untreated metastatic melanoma,\textsuperscript{28} VMF significantly improved objective response rates (48% vs 5%) and 6-month OS (84% [95% CI, 78%–89%] vs 64% [95% CI, 56%–73%]) in comparison to the prior standard of care chemotherapy, dacarbazine.

Similar promising results led the FDA to approve another BRAFi, dabrafenib (DAB), for the treatment of metastatic...
melanoma.\textsuperscript{29–31} The Phase 2 trial\textsuperscript{30} of DAB reported a 59% confirmed response (95% CI, 48.2%–70.3%). Median PFS and OS were 6.3 months and 13.1 months, respectively. A subsequent Phase 3 trial of DAB demonstrated an objective response rate of 50% (95% CI, 42.4%–57.1%) with DAB versus 6% (95% CI, 1.8%–15.5%) with dacarbazine. The median PFS was 5.1 months versus 2.7 months, also in favor of DAB. Furthermore, the OS hazard ratio [HR] was 0.61 (95% CI, 0.25–1.48) in favor of DAB.

Despite the potency of BRAFi monotherapy, acquired drug resistance frequently develops through reactivation of the MAPK pathway.\textsuperscript{32–34} Inhibiting the downstream target of BRAF, MEK kinase, in congruence with BRAF inhibition, has helped overcome limitations of single-agent BRAFi and actually enhanced antitumor activity in metastatic melanoma.\textsuperscript{35–37} Recently, the results from two Phase 3 trials\textsuperscript{38,39} support the choice of combined BRAF + MEK inhibitor (MEKi) as the standard treatment in BRAF-mutated metastatic melanoma. In the COMBI-v study,\textsuperscript{38} DAB and the MEKi trametinib (TRA) demonstrated superior 12-month OS (72% vs 65%; HR: 0.69, \( P < 0.005 \)) and median PFS (11.4 months vs 7.3 months; HR: 0.56, \( P < 0.001 \)) versus VMF monotherapy. Adverse events were decreased with combination therapy, 91% versus 98%. In the COMBI-d study,\textsuperscript{39} OS was 25.1 months (95% CI, 19.2–unreached) with DAB and TRA versus 18.7 months (95% CI, 15.2–23.7 months) with DAB alone (HR: 0.71, \( P = 0.0004 \)). The 1-year OS and 2-year OS were also superior with BRAF + MEKi (74% and 51% vs 68% and 42%, respectively). Again, adverse events were decreased in the combination group, 87% versus 90%.

**BRAFi therapy in MBM**

The BBB is thought to be composed of various cells,\textsuperscript{40} which normally work together to limit intracranial penetration of non-lipophilic agents. As a result, patients with active BM were either excluded or minimally represented in earlier trials. Thus, questions remained whether these drugs would provide a similar benefit intracranially.

The first evidence to support the use of BRAFi in this setting was demonstrated by Rochet et al.\textsuperscript{41} An MBM patient was started on VMF 960 mg orally twice daily, who despite having been treated with SRS had developed rapid disease progression and neurological deterioration. One month after treatment initiation, the patient displayed a dramatic symptomatic improvement, and within 6 months, all visualized sites of melanoma in the brain were substantially reduced. A pilot study\textsuperscript{42} of 24 patients with unresectable, previously treated symptomatic MBM helped to validate Rochet et al’s results. The median PFS was 3.9 months (95% CI 3.0–5.5 months) and median OS was 5.3 months (95% CI 3.9–6.6 months) in the study. Forty-two percent (95% CI, 22.1%–63.4%) of patients developed a partial response both intra- and extracranially. Furthermore, >30% intracranial tumor regression was noted in 37% of patients with measurable intracranial disease. A retrospective review\textsuperscript{43} of 22 metastatic melanoma patients harboring the BRAF mutation with asymptomatic MBM treated with VMF similarly demonstrated a 50% intracranial response and a median survival of 10.6 months. Most recently, another retrospective study\textsuperscript{44} of 27 patients with BRAF-mutated MBM displayed similar intracranial (50%) and even greater extracranial response (71%) with VMF. The median intracranial PFS was 4.6 months (95% CI, 2.7–7.9 months), and the 1-year OS was 30.4%. Notably, patients with worse performance status and concomitant mutations in the PI3K-AKT pathway had poor outcomes despite VMF therapy.

DAB monotherapy has also been shown to reduce intracranial tumor progression in Phase 1–2 trials involving MBM patients.\textsuperscript{29,45} Nine out of 10 patients in a Phase 1 dose-escalation trial\textsuperscript{29} achieved an objective response, with four having a complete response. The Phase 2 BREAK-MB trial\textsuperscript{45} recruited 172 patients with MBM, of which 139 (81%) had histologically confirmed BRAF V600E mutation. The patients were split into two cohorts, those with no prior local treatment (n=74) and those with disease progression despite local treatment (n=65). Overall, intracranial response was achieved in 39.2% and 30.8% of patients, respectively, following DAB treatment. Additionally, impressive overall disease control (79.7% vs 83.1%) and OS (33.1 weeks vs 31.4 weeks) were seen. These results were confirmed by another study\textsuperscript{46} of 23 MBM patients treated with DAB. Intracranial and extracranial disease response rates were 78% and 90%, respectively. Median PFS and median OS were 16.3 weeks and 36.6 weeks, respectively.

**Radiosensitization effect in melanoma cell lines following BRAF inhibition**

Historically, adjuvant radiation for melanoma has been a controversial choice\textsuperscript{47} as early radiation studies of melanoma demonstrated wide survival curves,\textsuperscript{48} leading to the belief that melanoma is radioresistant. However, this principle has not been fully supported by clinical data. Chang et al\textsuperscript{49} examined 56 cutaneous melanoma patients treated with adjuvant radiation and demonstrated equal 5-year locoregional control of 87% with hypofractionation and conventional fractionation. More recently, the ANZMTG 01.02/TROG 02.01\textsuperscript{50} randomized controlled trial of melanoma patients at high risk
of regional relapse displayed superior results for patients treated with adjuvant radiation and lymphadenectomy when compared to lymphadenectomy alone. At a median follow-up of 73 months, 21% of patients experienced relapses in the adjuvant radiotherapy group compared with 36% in the observation group (HR: 0.52 [95% CI, 0.31–0.88], P=0.023). An observational, population-based investigation of the National Cancer Database confirmed these results outside the controlled setting of a randomized trial. While these studies show that melanoma is not uniformly radioresistant, the use of radiation as a first-line treatment in primary melanoma remains uncommon. Thus, there is a great need to identify those melanoma patients who are most likely to respond to radiotherapy and to discover novel targets that can enhance radiosensitivity.

Sambade et al examined the relative sensitivities of multiple irradiated (0–8 Gy) melanoma cell lines in order to determine mechanisms that promote radiosensitivity versus resistance. The various melanoma cell lines displayed a very large range of surviving fraction values, ranging from highly radioresistant to highly radiosensitive. Interestingly, many of the highly radioresistant cell lines were BRAF mutated. The authors thus sought to examine whether inhibition of BRAF with PLX4032 could selectively sensitize BRAF-mutated melanoma cells. Four highly or moderately radioresistant BRAF-mutated cell lines in addition to wild-type cells were pretreated with PLX4032 prior to irradiation and compared to cells incubated with only control. All the BRAF-mutated cell lines demonstrated a statistically significant radiosensitization effect by PLX4032, while no such effect was noticed in the non-mutated BRAF cell lines. Further analysis determined that PLX4032 plus radiation led to an increase in G1 cell cycle arrest in the BRAF-mutated cell lines. By decreasing the amount of cells progressing to the highly resistant S phase, a greater fraction of cells could be destroyed.

Subsequently, Hecht et al assessed individual radiosensitivities in 35 blood samples of melanoma patients with or without BRAF inhibition. Each blood sample was divided into two aliquots; one sample was irradiated with 2 Gy and the other was not. Chromosomal aberrations were then analyzed via three-color fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Again, patients who were or had taken BRAFi demonstrated increased radiosensitivity. Interestingly, this increased effect was significantly associated with VMF but not DAB.

**BRAFis with radiation therapy for MBM**

The radiosensitization effect demonstrated by the prior studies gives hope that BRAFi might enhance the antitumor effect of radiotherapy. This is especially valuable for MBM patients as they are often treated with radiation alone. Although cerebral tumor LC can be achieved with radiotherapy, OS remains poor. Thus, the synergistic effects of concomitant ionizing radiation and BRAF inhibition could improve the prognosis in these patients.

Narayana et al first reported on 12 patients treated with radiation and VMF; 50% were treated with SRS alone and 25% each with partial brain radiation therapy and/or WBRT. VMF was administered prior to radiation (58%) or concurrently (42%). The median survival for this study population was 13.7 months. Six-month LC, distal intracranial failure, and OS were 75%, 57%, and 92%, respectively. Although combination therapy demonstrated an impressive response, seven patients were also previously treated with ipilimumab, which may have impacted the overall response.

Two studies subsequently published their own institutional results in order to account for the radiotherapy heterogeneity in the prior analysis. Gaudy-Marqueste et al first reported their results of 30 patients who received Gamma Knife Radiosurgery (GKRS) and BRAFi. The majority of patients (86.6%) received VMF, while the others received DAB. Twenty-four (80%) patients received concurrent BRAF inhibition; four (16.7%) of these patients underwent a transient drug interruption (2.5 times the half-lives of VMF or DAB, before and after GKRS). The additional 20 (83.3%) patients had BRAFi following GKRS. Patients receiving no BRAFi interruption in the concomitant cohort were younger when compared to the other cohorts, but were otherwise similar at baseline. The median time to new BM and OS was 12.9 weeks (95% CI, 11.6–14.07 weeks) and 24.8 weeks (95% CI, 10.1–39.6 weeks), respectively. The 6-month survival estimate was 78.8%. Furthermore, 13.3% of lesions had a >20% decrease in size. Ahmed et al then reported on 24 patients treated with linear accelerator (LINAC)-based SRS and VMF. The 6- and 12-month LC and distal intracranial failure were 92% and 75%, and 45% and 23%, respectively. There was a trend toward improved survival with higher diagnosis-specific GPA (DS-GPA); 6- and 12-month OS was 61% and 38%, respectively, for classes 1–1.5 and 83% at both time points for class 2 (P=0.07). The median OS was 11.9 months from the date of intracranial metastases; however, this cohort was heavily pretreated with multiple systemic agents, including 70.8% of patients treated with immunotherapy or other targeted agents prior to starting VMF, which could lead to potential bias. Nevertheless, without controls, no conclusion could be drawn about the efficacy of combination treatment.
Most recently, three studies directly compared outcomes between patients treated with SRS alone and SRS with BRAFi. Ly et al.\(^\text{47}\) published results on 52 patients treated with SRS for MBM. Twenty-one (40.4%) patients were BRAF wild type, while 31 (59.6%) were positive for the BRAF mutation; 17 (54.8%) of the 31 BRAF-mutated patients received BRAFi either before or concurrently with SRS (53% – DAB). The authors demonstrated a significantly improved 1-year LC rate for BRAF-mutated patients treated with BRAFi + SRS, 85%, when compared to BRAF-mutated patients treated with SRS alone, 51.5%, and wild-type patients, 67.1% (\(P=0.0077\)). BRAFi use did not affect survival: at 1-year, the OS rate was 50.2% and 42.9% for patients with BRAFi + SRS treatment and SRS alone, respectively (\(P=0.82\)). Patel et al.\(^\text{57}\) reported on 87 MBM patients treated with SRS, of which 15 (17.2%) also received BRAFi. Fourteen of 15 (93.3%) patients were treated with VMF. Three (20%) patients received BRAFi before SRS (within 5 drug half-lives), 1 (13.3%) received BRAFi concurrently, and 10 (66.7%) patients received BRAFi following SRS. At 1 year, the combined therapy cohort had a trend toward improved OS (64.3% vs 40.4%, \(P=0.205\)), LC (96.7% vs 90.4%, \(P=0.423\)), and distal intracranial control (36.1% vs 34.9%, \(P=0.450\)), though the results were not significant. Finally, Xu et al.\(^\text{58}\) reported their institutional results on 65 patients with MBM treated with GKRS. The patients were stratified into 3 groups: Group A – BRAF-mutated without BRAFi (n=13), Group B – BRAF-mutated with BRAFi (n=17), and Group C – wild-type BRAF (n=35). Twelve of 17 (70.6%) patients who received BRAFi were treated with VMF (2 – concurrent; 10 – post-GKRS), the remainder with DAB (1 – concurrent; 4 – post-GKRS). Six and 12-month OS after SRS was 31% and 31%, 71% and 52%, and 46% and 28%, amongst the three groups respectively (\(P=0.0018\)). At 1-year, LC in Groups A, B, and C was 82.4%, 92%, and 69.2%, respectively (\(P=0.022\)).

Patel et al.\(^\text{59}\) recently published a preliminary report of six patients treated with SRS combined with BRAFi and MEKi. All patients received DAB and TRA within 3 months of SRS. With a median follow-up of 10.6 months, the authors reported a median OS of 20.0 months from the time of SRS treatment and 23.1 months from the date of combined BRAFi + MEKi administration. At 1 year, the OS and distant intracranial control were 100% and 80%, respectively. Local failure was seen in one lesion 21.7 months following SRS.

When looking at these studies together (Table 1), their findings suggest that indeed there may be a benefit with combining BRAFi and radiation; however, prospective clinical trials are required to confirm these results.

### Toxicity of intracranial radiation in conjunction with BRAFis

For systemic agents that act as radiosensitizers, damage is amplified, sometimes synergistically, when combined with radiotherapy; however, there is also potential of worsening toxicity. Indeed, several single institution case reports of patients treated with VMF concurrently or soon after intra- and extracranial radiation resulted in severe dermatologic toxicities.\(^\text{61–64}\) A larger series by Hecht et al.\(^\text{33}\) involving 70 patients treated with BRAFi and radiotherapy at various sites reported grade 2 and 3 radiodermatitis to be 27% and 9%, respectively. In addition, the authors found that BRAFi given concurrently with WBRT significantly increased the dermatitis rate compared with WBRT alone (44% vs 8%, \(P<0.001\)). Nevertheless, the results showed that this combination was feasible with an acceptable increase in toxicity. Further clinical trials (Table 2) investigating this combination will help to prospectively report on these clinical toxicities.

Case series of patients treated with BRAFi and SRS has also noted the development of symptomatic RN. Liebner et al.\(^\text{65}\) reported on two patients who developed RN following VMF and radiotherapy, which was confirmed after salvage surgery. Another group also reported RN in a patient treated with concurrent SRS and VMF.\(^\text{66}\) However, from case reports alone, the rates of RN following SRS alone, BRAFi alone, or combination therapy are unknown. Gaudy-Marqueste et al.\(^\text{55}\) and Patel et al.\(^\text{60}\) reported 0% radiographic or symptomatic RN, while Narayana et al.\(^\text{54}\) and Ahmed et al.\(^\text{56}\) both reported very low rates of RN, 8.3% and 4.2%, respectively. Xu et al.\(^\text{58}\) found no difference in the development of RN between BRAF-mutated patients treated with BRAFi and GKRS versus BRAF-mutated patients treated with GKRS alone (17.6% vs 8.6%, \(P=0.721\)). In contrast, Patel et al.\(^\text{68}\) found a statistically significant difference in symptomatic RN between SRS and BRAFi and SRS alone cohorts (28.2% vs 11.1%, \(P<0.001\)). Unlike the other prior studies that used Kaplan–Meier statistics to determine rates of RN or adverse events, the authors utilized a cumulative incidence model with death as a competing risk for intracranial outcomes. Furthermore, the BRAFi cohort was a significant factor for symptomatic RN in univariate and multivariate analyses.

Another concerning side effect for MBM treated with radiation therapy and BRAFi may be intracranial hemorrhage (ICH). Although initial studies of BRAFi alone in the setting of BM\(^\text{42,45}\) reported minimal intracranial toxicity, including hemorrhage, Lee et al.\(^\text{67}\) noted the development of ICH in a...
Table 1 Efficacy of concomitant BRAF ± MEKi and radiotherapy in MBM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Radiation + BRAFi ± MEKi patients (n)</th>
<th>BRAFi ± MEKi</th>
<th>BRAFi timing</th>
<th>Radiation regimen</th>
<th>Median dose (Gy)/median number of fractions</th>
<th>Median survival radiation alone (months)</th>
<th>Median survival radiation + BRAFi ± MEKi (months)</th>
<th>Toxicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narayana et al64</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>Concurrent</td>
<td>SRS ± PBRT/WBRT SRS* PBRT/WBRT</td>
<td>20/1 (SRS)/ 30/15 (PBRT/WBRT)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudy-Marqueste et al53</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>VMF or DAB</td>
<td>Concurrent, before, or after SRS*</td>
<td>20–28/1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed et al56</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>Concurrent</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>24/1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly et al57</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>VMF or DAB</td>
<td>Concurrent and after SRS</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>ITH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel et al58</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>VMF or DAB</td>
<td>Concurrent, before, or after SRS</td>
<td>21/1</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>SRN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al69</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>VMF or DAB</td>
<td>Concurrent and after SRS</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel et al60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DAB + TRA</td>
<td>Concurrent, before, or after SRS</td>
<td>21/1</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peuvrel et al66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>Concurrent</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>20/1</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liebner et al55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>27/3, 22/1, 24/4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liebner et al65</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DAB</td>
<td>Before and after SRS</td>
<td>30/5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DAB</td>
<td>Concurrent</td>
<td>SRS</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>ITH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *These studies utilized GKRS, while the remaining studies used LINAC-based SRS. **Before specifically refers to delivering SRS within five half lives of stopping BRAFi. *** Three lesions were treated with differing SRS fractionation schemes.

Abbreviations: BRAFi, BRAF inhibitor; MEKi, MEK inhibitor; MBM, melanoma brain metastases; VMF, vemurafenib; SRS, stereotactic radiosurgery; WBRT, whole brain radiation therapy; PBRT, partial brain radiation therapy; N/A, not applicable; NR, not reported; RN, radiation necrosis; DAB, dabrafenib; ITH, intratumoral hemorrhage; SRN, symptomatic radiation necrosis; TRA, trametinib; GKRS, Gamma Knife Radiosurgery; LINAC, linear accelerator.
Table 2 Currently ongoing or recently completed prospective clinical trials of BRAFi ± MEKi or radiation therapy for MBM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NCTN number</th>
<th>Trial type</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Main eligibility</th>
<th>Cohorts</th>
<th>Planned enrollment</th>
<th>Primary outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCT01378975</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>Histologically confirmed BRAF-mutated melanoma with measurable metastatic MBM at least ≥0.5 cm ± symptoms, ECOG PS 0–1</td>
<td>Previously untreated</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>Best overall response rate in Cohort A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT01781026</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>VMF</td>
<td>Neoadjuvant therapy in BRAF V600E- or K-mutated melanoma, with ≥1 untreated MBM not immediately amenable to local treatment before definitive surgery, ablation, or radiation at a target of 8 weeks following VMF, ECOG PS &lt;3</td>
<td>Single arm</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Intracranial response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT02039947</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>DAB + trametinib</td>
<td>Histologically confirmed BRAF V600E-, K-, D-, or R-mutated melanoma with ≥1 measurable MBM, ECOG PS 0–2</td>
<td>V600E, asymptomatic, no prior local therapy</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Intracranial response rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT02537600</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>VMF + cobimetinib</td>
<td>Histologically confirmed BRAF-mutated melanoma with ≥1 measurable MBM between 5 mm and 40 mm, ECOG PS ≤2</td>
<td>Neurologically asymptomatic, no prior local therapy</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>Intracranial response rate in Cohort A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT01978236</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>DAB ± trametinib</td>
<td>Histologically confirmed BRAF V6000E/K-mutated melanoma with ≥11 measurable MBM ≥1 cm but ≤4 cm that can be treated with surgical resection and no immediate local therapy, at least 2 extracranial lesions easily accessible for biopsy, ECOG PS 0–2</td>
<td>DAB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Concentrations and tissue distribution of DAB, its metabolites, and trametinib in MBM, extracranial metastases, and peripheral blood on day of surgery in Cohort B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCT01721603</td>
<td>Phase 2</td>
<td>DAB + GKRS</td>
<td>Histologically confirmed BRAF V600E-mutated melanoma with ≤4 untreated MBM (at least one &gt;0.5 cm) with no MBM &gt;3 cm, ECOG PS 0–2</td>
<td>Single arm</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6-month DBMFS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BRAFi, BRAF inhibitor; MEKi, MEK inhibitor; MBM, melanoma brain metastases; VMF, vemurafenib; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; DAB, dabrafenib; GKRS, Gamma Knife Radiosurgery; DBMFS, distant brain metastasis-free survival.
patient treated with Cyberknife radiosurgery in combination with DAB and the MEKi TRA. Although Xu et al9 did note an increased rate of ICH in BRAF-mutated patients treated with BRAFi and radiation versus BRAF-mutated patients treated with radiotherapy alone (29.4% vs 8.6%), the results were not significant (P=0.487). In contrast, Ly et al77 reported a significantly increased risk of hemorrhage in BRAF-mutated patients treated with BRAFi and radiation. The 1-year rates of freedom from intratumoral hemorrhage were 39.3% and 77.0% in patients treated with SRS and BRAFi and SRS alone, respectively (P=0.0003).

Because of these inconclusive reports (Table 1), the new consensus guidelines from the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) recommend holding BRAFi ≥1 day before and after SRS and ≥3 days before and after fractionated radiosurgery.68 In addition, ECOG recommends a radiation dose per fraction <4 Gy unless using a stereotactic approach or if the patient has very poor prognosis/ performance status.

**Upcoming clinical trials investigating BRAFi ± MEKi or radiotherapy for MBM**

There are currently several Phase 2 clinical trials of BRAFi ± MEKi or radiotherapy for MBM (Table 2). Two trials, both evaluating VMF monotherapy in MBM, have been completed, with the final results currently pending. The first (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01378975) is a multicenter study of 146 BRAF-mutated patients divided into a cohort of previously untreated participants (Cohort A) and another cohort of participants previously treated with SRS, WBRT, or surgery for MBM (Cohort B). The primary outcome is the best overall response rate in the brain in Cohort A. The second trial (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01781026), at Yale University, is assessing intracranial response activity in two patients with BRAF V600E or K mutation receiving neoadjuvant VMF for untreated MBM with a goal of providing definitive local therapy at 8 weeks.

Three studies are assessing combined BRAFi ± MEKi therapy for MBM. The first (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02039947) is an ongoing, but not currently recruiting, multicenter study of 120 patients that is investigating DAB and TRA in patients with histologically confirmed BRAF V600E, K, D, or R mutation and at least one measurable, previously untreated MBM. The primary outcome is intracranial response rate. The second trial (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02537600), better known as the CONVERCE trial, is a multi-institution, European single-arm, Phase 2 study with a planned enrollment of 137 BRAF-mutated patients with documented BRAF-mutation; patients must have at least one measurable MBM between 5 and 40 mm in one dimension. The patients will be divided into three cohorts, Cohort A (neurologically asymptomatic patients without prior local therapy), Cohort B (neurologically asymptomatic patients with prior local therapy), and Cohort C (neurologically symptomatic patients with or without prior local therapy). All patients will be treated with combined VMF and cobimetinib with a primary outcome of intracranial response rate in Cohort A. The third ongoing trial (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01978236) is a multicenter study of 30 BRAF V600E/K-mutated patients with resectable MBM being treated with either DAB alone or DAB and TRA. The primary purpose of this study is to determine the levels and distribution of DAB, its metabolites, and TRA (Cohort B only) in parenchymal MBM, extracranial metastases, and peripheral blood.

There is currently one Phase 2 trial investigating the combination of BRAFi and radiotherapy. This study (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01721603), at The University of California, San Francisco (UCSF), will primarily assess intracranial response in 39 BRAF V600E-mutated patients with four or less MBM and no lesion of >3 cm treated with GKRS following 28 days of DAB therapy.

**Conclusion**

Over the past 10 years, the arrival of novel therapeutics, including BRAFi and immunotherapy, has changed the overall landscape for malignant melanoma. Despite these advancements, 20%–50% of patients still develop intracranial metastases for which the mainstay of therapy remains radiation, with surgery reserved for symptomatic or refractory cases. BRAFis for MBM have demonstrated promising results both intra- and extracranially. Retrospective studies54–59 suggest that the combination of BRAFi with radiation may have a synergistic effect leading to improved outcomes. These clinical studies, however, are limited by their retrospective design and likely selection bias. Currently, there is one ongoing prospective trial combining BRAFi and SRS for MBM (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT01721603). This Phase 2 trial at UCSF will assess intracranial response in patients with MBM treated with GKRS following 28 days of DAB therapy. Further clinical investigations such as this, as well as studies combining BRAFi and MEKi ± radiation, are warranted to provide definitive evidence-based data regarding the efficacy and safety of these agents in the treatment of MBM. In the interim, the combination of BRAFi and radiation is feasible and appropriate, though clinicians are...
advised to hold the drug before and after radiotherapy. BRAFi may also increase the risk of RN from SRS; until prospective clinical trials report on the safety of this combination, hypofractionated SRS may be a method to mitigate this toxicity in situations where the risk of RN may already be higher (eg, larger lesions, resection cavities).
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